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Through the whole ruling of the Ming dynasty, Wokou(Japanese pirates) 
remained to be a pervailing trouble. As the gateway of Zhejiang province，several 
coastal cities in Eastern Zhejiang suffered a lot from piracy. Though Wokou brought 
disasters or massive loss to those cities, it also offer them opportunities to develop 
their coastal defence system. Thus, it is apparent the reinforcement of the coastal 
fortification became consistent with the cases of raid and loot from Wokou. When 
piracy was rampant in the early and late Ming dynasty, the construction of coastal 
fortresses was also at its climax then, especially during Jiajing period. While at the 
low tide of piracy in the middle Ming dynasty, the construction of defending 
fortresses was relatively less too. Therefore, the Wokou problem had a directly impact 
on the construction of coastal fortresses in Eastern Zhejiang province. The 
construction activities in turn became the cornerstone for the development of coastal 
cities. Because of that, the top function of those cities is denfending instead of the 
political symbol of other cities in Ming China. 
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